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Introduction

This document summarises the presentations

made during the Butler Cox Foundation s 1990

Study Tour. Delegates visited suppliers and other
organisations in New York and Boston. While the
full benefit of the presentations will have been

gained only by those whoparticipatedin the tour,
the purpose of this documentis to allow all

Foundation members to gain insights into the
leading-edge organisationsvisited.

The information presentedhereis essentially that
provided by the host organisationsat the time of

the visits. Care has been taken to reflect this

information as faithfully as possible, although
working from spokenpresentations, and without
afull transcript, neither completenessnortotal
accuracy can be guaranteed. Manyof the host

organisations provided Butler Cox with copies of

the visual aids used during the presentations, and

a selection of these has been included where
appropriate.

We should againlike to record our thanksto all
of the organisations and individual people we

visited.
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Wednesday 9 May

Tandem

Thefirst visit of the Butler Cox Foundation 1990
Study Tour was to Tandem s executivebrief-

ing centre in New York s financial district.

Doug Crissman, area manager for New York
City, and Sandra Foster of the intercontinental
division began with a presentation of Tandem s

1989 results ($118 million income on a turnover

of $1.6 billion), and a review of the company s
international operations. Tandem attributesits
international success to two things
its own
extensive use of an international computer
network, and a set of strategic partnerships or
recent acquisitions, listed in Figure 1.

Bob Lakin, director of corporate strategy,
related a view of the future that had been
presented to Tandem senior executives by the
Silicon-Valley-based public relations guru, Regis

McKenna. Technology and society advance

more or less in step. Mass production catered
for mass markets, and coincided with mass

education. Now, the trend is increasingly

towards fragmentation, micro markets, and
micro majorities in politics
supported by the

growth of the personal computer, and the shift
towards online processing.
Figure 1

Tandem attributes its international success,

in part, to its strategic partnerships or
recent acquisitions

= Atalla

= Ungermann-Bass

= Apple

= AT&T
=TTS!
= Twinac/Twinco/Volmac
= Netlink
= T.1LM.E.

Time is now the prime source of competitive
advantage in many industries
the objective
is to shorten business cycles. By 1979, Toyota
had the ability to build a car to orderin 48 hours
including 1,500 different options
but the

marketing and delivery cycle was stuck at six
to eight weeks. Use of networking has reduced

the time from customer s order to delivery to
just eight working days, but Toyota s objective
is four working days.

Procter & Gamble, together with Safeways, are
exploring the concept of total customer
knowledge. As each customer enters a supermarket, his or her personal buying profile will

be recalled, and
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will be

Batch systems will be unable to cope with this

type of complexity. In this environment, the

traditional concept of mainframes, mini-

computers, and microcomputers will become
irrelevant. Companies must think in terms of
enterprise networks. Mission-critical databases
will be held centrally but will be accessible

throughout the organisation. Individual applications will be distributed to branch locations.

This conceptis illustrated in Figure 2, overleaf.
Tandem claims that it has used this type of
client-server architecture inside its proprietary
operating system (Guardian)sinceits inception.

Jeff Spiller, one of Tandem s technical
specialists, provided a review of the product

strategy, starting with the origins of Tandem s

non-stop architecture in 1974. Tandem s view
was that proprietary microprocessors were
suited to number crunching, but not to online
transaction processing. Tandem systems use
custom processors, with downloadable microcode, which is updated with every release of the

system software.
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electronic coupons

issued to promote products according to that
profile.

Tandem

Figure 2

In the future, companieswill have to think
in terms of enterprise networks
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proprietary operating system, Guardian. It has
recently produced a Unix-based system called

$2, primarily in order to tender for government
and public contracts. The Unix system provides
hardware fault tolerance, but it does not provide software fault tolerance in the same sense

BRANCH LOCATIONS

Tandem s architecture was compared with
other multiprocessor systems, including shared
memory, lock-step operation , and processor
clustering. Tandem believes that its approach
offers two prime advantages: resilience not only
against hardware failure but also against
operating system crashes(sinceit is unlikely that
any twoprocessorswill execute the exact same
sequence of operating-system calls), and
scalability. Unlike other multiprocessor architectures, performance grows linearly as pro-

cessors are added. A similar concept applies to
the disc storage, andin fact, a database can be
redistributed over a new set of drives without

interruption to service.

Tandem systems are currently limited to 16
processors, but FOX (Fibre Optic Extension)
allowsthis to be extended via whatis effectively

a local network. Tandem s newestrange of pro-

cessors, called Cyclone, offers a three-to-five-

fold improvement in performance over its
predecessors.

The review of hardware was followed by a
review of software products. Pathway allows
the user to specify the maximum response time
for each type of transaction. This specification
is automatically monitored, andif it is not being
met, tasks are redistributed amongthe available

processors to clear the bottleneck.

TMF

(Transaction Monitoring Facility) ensures endto-end integrity and consistency through the
inclusion of this simple programming construct:
begin transaction

Debit Account A

Credit Account B
end transaction

wherethe standby system will typically

be less than one second out-of-date. If an
application has more than three or four writes
pertransaction, TMF speeds up the throughput.

HEADQUARTERS

Shared enterprise resources

This concept (also known as a two-phase
commit) even works acrossa distributed system.
An audit file is maintained andcan be used for
recovery purposes or to enable remote stand-

as other Tandem systems. It is based on a 32-bit
risc architecture, and uses Unix V. Tandem has
recently formed an alliance with AT&T to
explore further possibilities.

Tandem s future development strategy is
summarised in Figure 3.
The Tandem presentations were followed by a

user s view from Al Bacetti of SIAC (Securities
Industry Automation Corporation), which is a

wholly owned subsidiary of the New York and
American Stock Exchanges. SIAC operates 268
Tandem processors of various generations. Its
current system is capable of handling 200

transactions per second, in markets that can
now turn

over a billion shares per day.

Availability over the last three years has been
99.97 per cent
and Mr Bacetti had the grace

to admit that the 0.03 per cent downtime was
caused by applications software.
Figure 3

Sh SHS SS
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Tandem s developmentstrategyis to build
on its fundamentals of OLTP and non-stop
computing
Leadership in OLTPprice/performance

High performance,high volume,relational database
technology

An open application development architecture

+ Openenterprise networking

Improving and automating system installation, operation,

management & support

+ Bringing Tandem fundamentalsto the world of UNIX

+ Building industry application architectures
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Delegates found the review of Tandem s
software and hardware product ranges informative. Some had not previously appreciated

the fact that Tandem systems were linearly
scalable. However, there was considerable

© Butler Cox ple 1990
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scepticism about the company s nominal
commitment to Unix. Some delegatesfelt that,

at $1.6 billion turnover, Tandem fell un-

comfortably between the large and small
suppliers.
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Information Builders

Founded 15 years ago, Information Builders Inc
is still a private company whose turnover was
$156 million in 1989. It hasits headquarters in
New York, branch offices across the United
States, and subsidiaries, affiliates, and

representatives in 32 other countries around the

world.

Its product, FOCUS, which has been continuously developed throughoutthelife of the
company, is claimed to be the most widely used
fourth-generation language on the market. The
product, which aims to yield a 10-fold pro-

ductivity gain over Cobol, was launched in 1976,

initially for use on mainframes as an online
reporting and query tool for end users, and as
a reporting tool by data processing professionals.
In the early 1980s, it was increasingly employed
by end users, supported by the information
centre; a PC version was launched, andin
the
decentralised computing era, which evolved
in
the mid-1980s, FOCUS was extended to severa
l
different operating environments, with
end
users beginning to develop local applications
in
the language. As connectivity developed across
networksin the late 1980s, and heterogeneou
s
computing environments developed
in many
large organisations, FOCUS began to be
used as

a common tool across the different environ-

ments, including Vax/VMS, MVS, VM, OS/2
and
MS/DOS, and in this context, it was
used to
execute complete applications.

Figure 1 summarises the key features of
the
evolution of FOCUS from 1976 to 1989.
During

this

period

of

continuous

development,

Information Builders has trained over
600,000
people in FOCUS, and believes that ther
e are
well in excess of one million users of the
product
worldwide. In the 1990s, Information
Builders

believes that FOCUScanoffer an informat
ion-

access system to all data structures
and a

developmentenvironmentfor building comp

applications.

lete

Figure 1

FOCUS has been continuously developed
overthe last 15 years
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1989
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nformation
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2. Proprietary file support
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3. Single operating environment
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=B>_ Portable
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6. Single system usage

all environments
Data access across proprietary

architectures

Strategy for the 1990s

Information Builders is convinced that the

business environmentof the 1990swill change
significantly and rapidly. Fully automated work-

places will be required in a decentralised operat-

ing structure, with information increasing
ly

valued as a strategic Corporate asset and

business systems being linked and integrated
across hardware and software supplied by
a
variety of vendors. This will mean
that
information assets must be capable of being
shared and exploited across the enterprise. In
turn, this means that information systems, even
those operating in proprietary vendor archi
tectures, will need to be interoperable but under
clear management control. Such an arrangement will facilitate the integration of
new
technology as it emerges.

Many organisations will have a multivendo
rsystems approach based on a more open enter
prise information architecture, illustrated
in
Figure 2, with users having a wide choic
e of
workplace environments accessing a range
of
database management system servers opera
ting
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Figure 2. An enterprise information architecture must
cover systemsatall levels
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Role of the 4GL in Enterprise Systems
@ Enabling of complete applications
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interoperable applications
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in different technical environments. This

approach will provide a common data foundation for different applications, as shown in
Figure 3. In this context, a fourth-generation

language, such as FOCUS, is a strategic component of the enterprise information strategy,
as summarised in Figure 4.

Accordingly, Information Builders strategy for
the 1990sis to continue to develop and enhance

FOCUS to co-exist with, and provide interoperability across, all the major technological

environments. It also intends to integrate
knowledge-based systems into the product
through the expert-system development tool

LEVEL5, and to support the multimedia,

graphical user interface, and object-oriented
approaches now becomingavailable. It intends
to continue offering a high-quality service, both
Figure 3

Fourth-generation languages will have many
functions in an enterprise information

Information processing Transaction processing

Application-independent services
Data access services

poss

Figure 4

Information Builders

A commondata foundation will be provided
for different applications

Data warehouse

for education and operational support, to all its

customers, and believes that FOCUSwill enable
a whole range of applications to be developed
for different purposes, as shownin Figure 5.

In summary, therefore, the future of FOCUS/
LEVELSin the 1990s is to provide distributed
and interoperable fourth-generation-language
and knowledge-based applications that do not
need to concern themselveswith the physical
location of data. The product will be extended
to include a graphical environment, so that it
can be used to build executive information
systems and expert-system tools. CASE tools

will also be added. The use of FOCUSwill extend

across multivendor systems and the product will
conform to emerging international standards. In
orderto achievethis, strategic alliances will be
formed with major market influencers.
Figure 5
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Information Builders

Implications for user organisations

Information Builders drive towards offering the

commonality and portability across the several
technical environments that make up an
enterprise architecture is clearly an attractive
idea. Moreover, if FOCUS/LEVELScan be used
to help migrate applications from existing
environments, its appeal is considerably
enhanced. The integration of fourth-generation
language and knowledge-based systems is a
significant step forward, and the potential for

a commonuser interface across several environ-

ments will be attractive to a significant part of
the marketplace.

Although FOCUShas clearly been successful

during the past 15 years, Information Builders

remains essentially a one-product company, and
the marketthatit is targeting to fuelits future

growthis not clear. The strategy is to continue

to develop FOCUS so that it is attractive to
larger organisations andto try to co-exist with

many different technical environments. What
is not clear is exactly how FOCUS/LEVELS can
fit into the fast-developing CASE and I-CASE
environments, which mayrepresent a distinct
threat to the viability of a standalone fourth-

generation-language product.

Users havealso expressed some concern about
the operational performance of applications
developed in FOCUS, and there was no firm

statement of intent to improve this aspect.

Information Builders clearly believes that users
are prepared to put up with some reduction in
operational performancein order to achieve the
enhanced development productivity that

FOCUSprovides. Information Builders strategy
is clear, but whether industry trends will
overtake it remains to be seen.
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IBM

IBM hosted a visit at its executive briefing
centre at Palisades. The company wasasked to
presentits vision of the next 10 years, both in
terms of technological developments and in

termsof the role of information systems. Abe
Peled, IBM vice president systems and director
of computersciences, provided a technological
view. Steve Haeckel, director advanced
marketing development, followed this by an

analysis of the strategic impact of IT.

IBM had also been asked to comment onits

response to the changing market conditions for

IT vendors andthis was done by Doug Sweeny,

IBM director for business strategy. An integral
part of IBM s response to the changing market
conditions is the desire to make greater and

more efficient use of IT within its own
organisation. Larry Ford, IBM vice president

information and telecommunications systems,
described the changes occurring in that area.
A 10-year view of technology trends

IBM employs 3,500 people worldwide in its

Research Division. There are four major
laboratories, the largest of which is Yorktown

Heights, which employs 2,000 staff. The overall
picture emerging from the research work
indicates a continuing trend of 30 per cent a
year compound growth in the performance
capability of computing devicesrelativeto price.

The rate of growth of performance is an
aggregate measure. More specifically, major

developments in certain technologies will have
a dramatic impact upon the wayin whichIT is

used within organisations. They will lead to
flatter organisations and to changed business
information
relations. A new industry
develop. In
to
expected
be
may
brokerage

particular, IBM expects major developments in
optical fibre and larger bandwidths, parallel

©
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computers with optimised compilers, and
multimedia workstations with more natural
humaninterfaces.
Optical fibre and increased bandwidths
This will be the most significant technological
development. IBM has developed, in the
laboratory, a packet-routeing system (PARIS)
that exploits the potential of optical fibre and
that is being used to carry integrated data,
voice, and video. The expectationis that input

devices will be developed that take advantage
of this

and offer speech recognition and

handwriting recognition.

Parallelism
Improvements in operating systems and chip
technology will continue to give the kind of
performance improvementrecently seen with

the RISC System/6000. Parallelism is the next
step. Parallelism offers significant benefits for

certain processor-intensive applications and IBM
is working on the design of a compiler that will
enable the same machine to exploit the inherent
parallelism in conventional code
not just
specialised applications such as neural
networks. Current laboratory work involves the
development of a 32,000-processor, teraflop

(1012 flops) machine.
Human interfaces

Combined with high bandwidths and increased
processor performance, improved humaninterfaces will have a major impacton the useof IT.
Current developments include:

Speech recognition, which is not seen as a
keyboard replacement, but as a new input
method.

Handwriting recognition (electronic paper).
IBM predicts that this will be available for

$3,000 in the next five years.

Multimedia display.
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IBM

IBM estimates that only 2 per cent of

information is computerised. These new
technologies will facilitate the development of
applications that tackle the other 98 per cent.
The strategic impact of IT

make the bank moreresponsive, moreflexible,
and more able to meet customer needs.
IBM s strategy and the role of IT

Since 1985, IBM has been following a 10-year
programme, designed to move the company

Steve Haeckel described the changed approach
to the application of IT that would be necessary
if organisations were goingto be able to exploit
IT fully. He distinguished between an investment strategy that was application-based (and

aware of the risk of confusion and demoralisation amongits staff, which can be caused by

a flexible IT infrastructure (usually justified in
terms of providing organisational responsiveness).

Further changesare being brought about by the
changing IT market. Between 1986 and 1994,

usually justified in terms of return on investment) and an approach based oninvesting in

Organisations are being driven by two major
forces
the need to provide customerchoice,

and the need to provide customer service. Lead
times are continually being reduced, and an
organisation s ability to stay ahead will be
increasingly dependentuponits ability to use
IT in an innovative way. Figure 1 shows how

the strategic use of IT involves changing the way
in which organisationsrelate to their customers

and their suppliers. New products are increas-

ingly dependenton the use of IT.

An organisation s ability to operate in this way

will depend on the involvement and com-

from being product-driven to being customerand market-driven. IBM operates in 132
countries and employs 383,000 people, andis

such a major change. However, it believes that
it is succeeding.

the proportion of revenue accounted for by

hardwaresales will fall from 59 per cent to 48
per cent, while sales of software and services

will increase from 41 per cent to 52 per cent.

The company will therefore target industry
sectors as a vendorof solutions, not as a vendor
of hardware. The programmeofalliances will

be extendedto facilitate this change.

The fourprinciples that define IBM s mission are
shownin Figure 2. In order to abide by these

principles, the company has taken six main

initiatives:

Decentralisation of management, including

mitment of senior management and the

the management of alliances and partner-

Westpac(an Australian bank) provides a good

Quality improvement programme.

influence of the chief information officer.

example of the level of commitment required.
In 1985, it invested $100 million on faith in

project CS90, the objective of which was to
The strategic use of IT involves changing
the way in which organisationsrelate to

Figure 1

their customers and suppliers

High
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a
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Reduction of cycle times.
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Figure 2.

Four principles define IBM s mission
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IBM

Customersatisfaction as the prime measure

Definition of commonarchitectures through-

Improving the effectivenessof the use of IT
within IBM.

The overall objective is to support the market-

of business performance.

IBM sees the improved use of IT within the

organisation as a significant factor in improving
the company s performance. The company

spends $4 billion a year on IT (6 per cent of

turnover) and employs 27,000IT staff internally
in 120 IT departments. The IT departments have
traditionally been seeking functional excellence,
but the current objective is to make them more
closely integrated with business operations and
more responsive to the needs of business
management and customer support.
During the last three years, severalinitiatives
have been taken to encourage this:
A conference of senior managers to ensure
involvement and assign ownership.
Establishment of an enterprise information
council to provide a management focus on
company-wide information issues.
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out the corporation.

focused organisation, using information systems
as a strategic, worldwide, corporate resource

rather than as support for specific functional
areas. Figure 3 showsthe use of IT largely as

a utility at the moment, and the potential that

IBM has targeted for its IT departments.
Figure 3.

IBM hasidentified the strategic opportunity
for IT within the company
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Broadview Associates

Broadview Associatesis an investment banking

company that specialises in handling mergers

and acquisitions within the IT industry. Bernie
Goldstein, a partner in the company, presented
his view of the IT mergers-and-acquisitions

activity, principally in the United States. He

believes that the pattern of mergers and
acquisitions is similar within the European IT
industry.
Analysis of the IT marketplace

Bernie Goldstein described the IT marketplace
as consisting of three principal sectors and three
related sectors, which are shownin Figure 1.
Worldwide, the market is approaching

$2 trillion, of which the US market represents

48 per cent. A company in any sector that has

serious ambitions to be international must

therefore operate in the United States. He
defined the information-services sector as
embracing software, processing, and network
services business. This sector is growing at 19
per cent a year worldwide.

The hardware and telecommunications market
is now growing at 11 per cent per year. The
Figure 1

The IT marketplace consists of three
principal sectors and three related
sectors
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greater earnings volatility among IT companies,
and poor performance in the mainframe and
minicomputer markets. Mainframesales rose by
only 1 per cent in 1989 in the United States, and
by 4 per cent in Europe. The PC/workstation
market is approaching maturity in the United
States. Although there has been a boom period
for some telecommunications segments, pro-

fessional-services businesses have suffered some
set-backs.

Within the industry, hardware firms have

shown the weakest profit profile and information service companies the strongest.
Return on equity in the three major segments

is shown in Figure 2.

Broadview s map of the industry is shown in
Figure 3. Mr Goldstein stated his belief that the

online database segment maybe the only area
that gives suppliers the potential for achieving
near-monopoly positions in the marketplace.

In such a fragmented marketplace, acquisitions

can be a particularly potent weaponin the battle
Figure 2

Within the IT industry, hardware companies
have shownthe weakestprofit profile, and
information services companies the

strongest

13%

IT
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industry is experiencing considerable turbulence
as a result of accelerating globalisation, much
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Source: Broadview Associates, based on analysis
of over 500 IT firms December 31, 1989
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Figure 3 The information services industry is very
fragmented
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andit is likely that mergeractivity will continue
at a strong pace, yielding growthforlarger firms
and providing access to capital and operating

support for companies in the middle of the
market.

Some recent successful public launches may
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for strategic advantage. The level of mergersand-acquisitions activity involving US

companies remained high in 1989, and although
there were fewer deals than in 1988 (717
compared with 773), they were of greater total

value ($32.6 billion compared with $23.8

billion). Seventy-four per cent of this activity

is accounted for by deals of greater than $100
million. Activity in the telecommunications-

exceptional performers. With the single unified
market becoming a reality in Europe, it is
certain that cross-border acquisitions and
investments will continue to intensify, although
as the large cellular-radio deals abate, the total

value of IT mergers and acquisitions could well
slacken, despite growth in other areas such as

networking products.

When questioned, 54 per cent of chief
executives of companies in the IT marketplace
said that they expected to be acquired in the
next five years, and 64 percent said that they

expected to acquire other firms.

Withits traditional dominance of the market,

IBM s positionis of particular interest. Although
software had been the key componentof its

planned growth, this growth has not been
achieved. IBM s recent investmentstrategy of

Private sellers accounted for nearly half the
transactions in 1989. Two-thirds of the buyers

taking holdings in smaller companiesis intended
to extend its reach into the applicationsdevelopment process (thereby proliferating
SAA, AIX, and OS/2), and to focus software
firms development resources on IBM environments.

hardware segments, and overthe past year, the

Impacton user organisations

services area has been particularly high, with
four large cellular radio deals headingthelist

of individual transactions.

had existing roots in the information-systems or

scope of pan-European and trans-Atlantic

merger-and-acquisition activity has greatly
expanded. The United Kingdom, Japan, and
France were particularly active in buying
companies in the United States.

In recent years, mergers and acquisitions have
been a more successful way of raising capital

than launching the firm onto the stockmarket.
Only one-third of the IT companies that have
gone public since 1983 have gained in value.
Joint ventures have not, in general, been
successful and the probability of success has

been estimated at only 2 per cent.
Outlook for the IT market

General conditions in the IT market will
continue to exert pressure on financial results,

© Butler Cox pic 1990

In the rash of mergers and acquisitions that have
taken place over the last few years, the user s
voice has been remarkably silent. Customers are
significant stakeholders, and the impact of some
mergers and acquisitions can be very significant.
For example, Computer Associates ownership
of several of the database products must have

an impact on users of one or other of those
products in the medium term. There are real
questions over several hardware companies,
and users have made no cohesive attempt to

make their views knownin the marketplace. In
general, users can play safe by seeking
continuity from the big suppliers, but they may
be missing someof the innovative powerof the
smaller companies by doing this. Although the
anti-trust law protects customersin the United

States from any monopoly, the situation in
Europe is quite different.

i
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Broadview Associates

Users must exercise their purchasing muscle
more. User associations can and should have a

voice in the mergers-and-acquisitions market-

12

place, especially when it concernssignificant

suppliers. This could perhaps be a majorrole for

user associations of the future.
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AT&T

Thevisit to AT&T began with a presentation on
its unified network-managementarchitecture

tier consists of all the various network elements
that have to be managed to provide users with

network executive briefing programme. Telecommunications networks are becoming of
strategic significance to many businesses, and

of the various element-management systems,

(UNMA) by Dorothy Lumski, staff manager,

network managementis an increasing concern.
Reasonsfor this include the growth of multiple

networks, government deregulation, the use of
multivendor networks, the strategic impact of
networks on the business, the use of new technologies, globalisation, growth in size and complexity, the problemsof controlling costs, and

the scarcity of technical staff. In fact, the multiplicity of network elements andalso of network-

management approachesis creating a modern

Towerof Babel. This problem demandsa single

overall approach to network management.
AT&T s response is UNMA and the Accumaster
family of products that supports it.
Unified network-management

architecture (UNMA)

UNMAis a three-tier approach to network

management, as shownin Figure 1. The bottom
Figure 1

UNMA is three-tier approach to network

management

Integration.
seers:

aysene

management

Network

elements

Voice

pxs

Aduncts

Daa

Advanced

network

independently, but which oughtto interrelate.
The top tier provides consolidation and
integration, but for this to be possible, there

needs to be a network-management protocol

between the middle and toplayers, providing

a commoninterface with the various elementmanagement systems.

In developing UNMA, AT&Tis cooperating with
other vendors through the OSI Network

Management Forum. This an independent,

international, not-for-profit corporation, which
is open to membershipto all organisations and
is funded by members subscriptions. It was
formed in 1988 by eight founding members

(Amdahl, AT&T, British Telecom, Hewlett-

Packard, Northern Telecom, STC, Telecom
Canada, and Unisys). There are now around 100
voting members and many more associate

members. The objectives of the Network
Management Forum are to accelerate interoperability, using ISO/CCITT standards, to

bridge the gap between formal standards and
the various testing and compliance groups, and
generally to accelerate the growth of capability
in the telecommunications industry.
Configuration and name management.

management

ae

which are generally designed and implemented

The functionality objectives of UNMAare:

aN
onsolidat
and integration
systems

Element

an end-to-end service. The middle tier consists

|Computer
and

Fault management.

Performance measurement and management.
Accounting, which includes budgeting, cost
allocation, and cost verification.

Security management.

Network planning, which comprises capacity
planning, contingency planning, and
strategic planning.
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Operations management.

Programmability, which provides software
support for network management.

Integrated system control.

Accumaster family of products

The Accumaster family currently comprises four
products, designed to provide AT&T customers
with network-managementfacilities that have
already been tried and tested in AT&T s own
network-management environment:

Accumaster network management services
enable customers to supervise their AT&T
services, to analyse network data, to take active
command of their AT&T services, and to
administer these services by electronic interaction with AT&T.

Accumaster consolidated workstationis a first
step in providing consolidated control over
many separate network-management systems

through a single control point. It handles the
management of elements such as modems,

multiplexors, local and wide-area networks,

networkfacilities, private branch exchanges,
and computer systems. The consolidated work-

station does not integrate the separate element-

management systems, but it can access and

control them all from one workstation
the
software includes both 3270 and VT100 terminal
emulation.

Accumaster integrator provides a second step
in the integration of network management and
is designed to handle fault management, configuration management, and consolidation
control from many separate element-management systems. This product is currently
18-months old, and in the future, it will be
enhanced to include other management
functions. It depends upon a network-manage-

managerial, technical, and administrative services. They are prepared to manage multivendor

environments, so that the customer has only one
interface with all his equipment and services.

The benefits of Accumaster managementser-

vices include improved network control, the
freeing-up of customer s resources for other
activities, access to the latest technologies and
management processes, and the provision of a

soundbasic structure for advanced capabilities.

Dorothy Lumski ended her presentation by
suggesting an architecture for networks in the
future, as shownin Figure 2.
Visit to the Bedminster networkoperations centre

The Butler Cox party then divided into two
groups for a visit to the network-operations
centre at Bedminster. The tour was conducted
by Don Smith, the network operations centre
programme manager, and by Lori Glover, staff
manager, network executive briefing programme. They began their presentation by

describing the four components of the AT&T
communications service. These are:

Transmission facilities, with two billion
circuit miles using microwave, co-axial,
optical-fibre, and satellite circuits. The

network will be 100 per cent digital by
September 1990.

The switching facility, which consists of
specially designed 4E switching computers
designed to handle up to 700,000 calls per

hour. They routecalls dynamically, with up
Figure 2.

In the future, network architectures will be
more comprehensive

ment protocol that standardises the input from

different element-managementsystems. In the
absence of an internationally agreed protocol,

AT&Thas developed its own protocol and has
undertaken to ensure that its protocol will
always remain within the OSI framework.

Accumaster management services provide
standard support activities to help customers
manage their AT&T services. AT&T staff, who
can be either on site or on call, are dedicated
to a customer s account, and provide
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to 14 different circuits between any two

Thetransmission facilities section princi-

The network management operational
support system (Nemos). This polls the 4E

back-up facilities on a given route, to

switching centres.

switching centres to obtain traffic and

capacity information, and can automatically connect additional routes to a

switching centre if demand is too great.

Common channelsignalling, which allows

fast call set-up of between four and six
seconds percall, and controls additional
intelligent services such as special handling
instructions, software-defined networks,

and card-caller services.

At the heart of the network operations centre
is a video wall consisting of 75 large rearprojection screens, arrangedin five rowsof 15
screens. The video wall, which resembles the
NASA mission control room, can be viewed from
an observation gallery. The top two rows of

screens are principally for demonstration pur-

poses, but are also used to display lists of
national and international events that might
influence traffic patterns. The bottom three

rows display realtime information, which is
normally updated every five minutes, showing

the status of the network and of its support
systems. The video wall is divided into four
sections:

Theinternational network section shows
the status of internationalvoice, data, and

image traffic flowing through the six
gatewaycities in the United States, where
international traffic enters and leaves the
country via AT&T networks.

The North American section is dominated

by screens displaying Nemos information,
including graphic displays representing
traffic overflows on particular routes.
Screens in this section also display the

pally displays status information on backup services. Various colours on the display
tell the network managers the status of
ensure that there is sufficient capacity
protection available. These screens also
provide information used to set priorities
for network repair work.

The control room and the video wall were

designed and built by AT&T. Delegates were

impressed by the amountand variety of control
information available to the network managers,
but were left wondering how they actually

monitor and use the available information.
AT&Tsaid it was considering the use of expert
systems to assist it in this task.

To demonstrate the robustness of the system,
the presenters recalled information screens

from the day of the San Francisco earthquake

in 1989
showing the massive rise in call
frequency following the newsbroadcast, and
saturation of the transmission lines from that
area. Theypolitely declined, however, to recall
screens from 15 January 1990, when a
propagating software bug wiped out50 per cent
of the AT&T network!
The evolution of value-added services

The next presentation was given by Mark
Mortensen, department head, operations
strategic planning, at AT&T Bell Laboratories.
He described ways in which value-added
services will evolve in the market and the

factors that will influence their availability.

Figure 3, overleaf, shows how suchservices will

emerge with the availability of increased
bandwidth and increased intelligence. In the

bottom left-hand cornerare existing services,
such as plain old telephone service (POTS),

general health of the 4E switching centres

facsimile, and text. In the top right-hand corner
are universal information services, whose main.

The network services section is used to
monitor advanced services such as AT&T
card services, 800 service, and softwaredefined networkservices. Other screens in
this section monitor the network-control
points that store customer information in
databases, to support AT&T s advanced

Figure 4, also overleaf, shows the expected
annual growth of various kinds of service
arranged according to complexity. Services that
use only basic communications channels are

and of the common channelsignalling.

services, such as the 800 service.
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attraction is convenience, ease of use, and the

creation andlinking of virtual communities such
as workgroups, play groups, and classroom
education groups.

arranged on theleft, and data-based services are
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Figure 3.

AT&T

Value-added services will become more
readily available with increased bandwidth and increased intelligence
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Flexible
channels
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Service complexity

_Data-based
services

arrangedonthe right. This figure illustrates how
the complexity of value-added services is
increasing. The increasing complexity is also
illustrated in Figure 5, which showsthe interval
between service changes for a variety of

services. AT&T s objective is to be able to implement service changes on demand
that is,
within minutes. The figure illustrates how even

POTSrequires several days to introduce service
changes, and the new services require several
months.

Figure illustrates the time required to install

a new service, again showing AT&T s service-

on-demandobjectiveat the left-hand side. POTS

can be provided within a few days, but the
newer services, which have the highest expected annual growth, require several months.
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Figure illustrates the impact of down
time in
the network on network users, in terms
of the
cost of one hour of downtime. It also show
sthat

AT&Testimates that a large insuranc
e company

would lose up to $20,000 per hour, that
a major

airline would lose up to $2.5 mill
ion per hour,

and that a trading and investment-b
anking

company would lose up to $6 mill
ion per hour

of downtime.

These figures illustrate the

growing importance of network
services. Mark
Mortensen said that the mark
et is moving
towards self-provisioning, self-mon
itoring, and
self-healing network services.

Mark Mortensen ended his pres
entation by

describing ways in which expert syst
ems are
being used to automate many ofthetr
aditional
managementfunctions and to redu
ce the cost
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of those activities. AT&T now has 20 or 30
expert systemsin various parts of its business.
One example is a system called

Lester the

Tester , which is used to test AT&T s private
lines, of which there are 10 million. This system
now handles 50 per cent of all AT&T s testing
problems. It has reduced the false send-out of

test engineers from 7 per cent to 3 per cent of
all incidents, and it has cut its solution time from
2.5 hours to 15 minutes. However, one of the
disadvantages of expert systemsis that, because

they handle more and more of the basic,

straightforward problems and leave only the

really difficult problems for manualresolution,

testing engineersare not able to build up their
skills and experience. He estimated that AT&T
has completed only around 10 per cent ofits
potential automation.

AT&T ISTEL

The final presentation was given by John

Leighfield, Executive Chairman of AT&T ISTEL.

(The British network services company, Istel,
was acquired by AT&T in 1989, and changedits
name to AT&T ISTEL in 1990.)

He said that AT&T s long-term mission is to
become the global leader in providing its
customers with the benefits of information

technology,

and described a pyramid of

international communications services, with
facilities and infrastructure at the bottom,
moving up through communications products
and services, network-management services,
and horizontal customer services, to vertical

industry applications at the top of the pyramid.
Figure 7

The impact of network downtime on
network users varies according

to the nature of the business
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layers, but its strategy requires it to move up
to horizontal customer services and vertical
industry applications. This implies that AT&T
should seek out suitable companies to acquire.

Under the AT&T umbrella, ISTEL is seeking
ways to enlarge and globalise, in order to
survive in an increasingly competitive market-

place. Its strategic objective is to become one

of the top three IT services companies in
Europe.

ISTEL has been well established in the network-

management sector for many years, both
managing its own network and providing networks and network-managementfacilities for
its customers. Hesaid that it has many networkmanagementfacilities and desperately needs a

product such as UNMA.

He described some of the vertical industry
applications that ISTELis providing. These are
targeted at specific industry niches
for
example, the automobile industry, general

manufacturing, the distribution industry, retail

finance, travel, and healthcare. The earliest
example of ISTEL s vertical application is the
stock-locator service, which was introduced for
the BL Automobile Company, now the Rover

Group, in 1980. This wasthe first value-added

videotex application in Britain, and is now the
basis of transaction communications throughout

the Rover Group.

The next application wasin the travel industry,
where ISTEL set up a database containing

information about holidays offered by various
tour operators and made it available over its
network to travel agents. In 1986, it was
providing holiday information from 20 tour

operators to around 6,000 travel agents. Now,
it has information from 50 tour operators and

agents in Britain and handles around60 per cent

users 20

Ok

AT&T is well established in the bottom two

its service is used by the majority of travel

30

0

AT&T

of all holiday bookings in Britain. The network
links right through from the travel agent s
videotex terminal to the tour operator s
computer system, so that when the customer
selects a holiday, the agent is able to transmit
the customer s bookingdetails directly into the
tour operator s computer, which can then send
a holiday confirmation back to the customer.

A new service has been introduced for
purchasing stationery. This is effectively an
electronic market that links suppliers

of
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stationery items with potential customers for
those items. A major buyer of stationery can

contact a stationery merchant through the

network to enquire about the supply of
stationery items. The merchant can then access

a database to obtain information about

stationery products, their suppliers, the suppliers quality and delivery record, and prices.
A pseudo expert system then matches the
customer s requirements against information

from the database and makes suggestions on

who to buy from. The merchant then invites
these suggested suppliers to bid for the

customer s business. The suppliers enter their
response to this bid invitation and the system
matches the responses with the customer s

requirements and recommends a specific
supplier for the order. Finally, the customer can
place an order on this supplier through the

system, and the supplier can transmit the order
confirmation back to the customer. This

18

electronic market in stationery could bethe first
of many value-added services of this type,
linking customers and suppliers of various kinds
of commodity items.
Many factors influence the success of valueaddedservices. Thefirst is the basic communications infrastructure
the competitive telecommunications industry in Britain helped
ISTEL to provide a goodbasic infrastructure for
its service. The second factor is end-to-end
integration, crucial in providing customers with
a complete service. The third factor is methods
all suppliers of value-added services suffer
from a lack of rigorous methods. ISTEL is
developing such methodsforitself. The final

factor is the need to provide customers with
complete solutions to their application needs;
ISTELis positioned as AT&T s solutions provider

for vertical markets.
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Ontologic Inc and Object Design Inc

The concept of object-oriented techniques was
arecurring themeof the 1990 Study Tour, and
it came to the fore with visits to Ontologic and

to Object Design. The two companies have much

in common: both are pioneers in the field of

object-oriented databases, both are located on

Route 128 (the East coast s equivalent to Silicon
Valley), both are backed by venture capital, and

Thomas Atwood, now Chairman of Object

Design, was previously a founding memberof
Ontologic. The relationship between the two
companies is competitive rather than cooperative
something that delegates felt was
a pity, given the embryonic nature of the

market (a spot survey having revealed that only

two delegates were currently doing any kind of

object management). It is appropriate, however,
to discuss the two presentations together.

Both companiessell object-oriented database

products. Ontologic s is called Ontos (an earlier
version was called Vbase), and Object Design s
is called ObjectStore. The former has a longer
(four-year) history, and is installed in
approximately 100 sites, of which only 40 are
in the United States; Object Design claims that
its product is technically superior, but it is

currently at Beta release stage with seven
customers.

Those unfamiliar with object-oriented concepts
can find a description on pages 38 to 44 of

Report 74, The Future of System Development
Tools. In summary, object-orientation encompasses four emerging principles of information
management:

Information should be accessible in small
chunks (objects)

sentences or paragraphs

in a text file, for example.

Objects contain not only a chunkof data but
also the procedures that can operate on that
chunk. This is called encapsulation.

. FOUNDATION
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Objects can be manipulated in groups
(knownasclasses). In this way, objects can

inherit the properties of other objects.

Objects are conceptually much wider than
data records, ranging from single numbers,
chunksof text, imagefiles, or even sections

of video.

An object-oriented database essentially does for
object-oriented programming what a conventional database does for conventional programming
it adds persistence to the data
being manipulated. It also provides features that
enhancethe security and integrity of the data
(such as recovery procedures) and permits

multi-user access to the data (such as locking

and multistage transactions). The important
thingto realise is that neither product has much
benefit to offer to applications that are not
written in an object-oriented language.

Although the first general-purpose objectoriented language was Smalltalk (the first

commercial version appeared in

1980 as

Smalltalk80), the de facto standard languageis
now C++, which comprises a set of extensions
to the standard C language. Both Ontos and

ObjectStore are designed to work with appli-

cations written in C+ + (and both are written
in C++ themselves).

Although one survey suggests that there are
65,000 C++ programmers worldwide, the
numberof existing applications is small. Most
are technical and engineering applications.

CAD/CAElendsitself well to the object-oriented

approach, because of the complexity of the data
the large numberof objects being handled.
The kinds of companies currently using these
approaches(and the two companies database

products) tend to be large companies with

substantial engineeringfacilities such as General
Dynamics, AT&T, and Kodak.
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The principal benefits offered by the object-

oriented approachfor this type of application
are:

Programmer productivity (fewer lines of

code).

Maintainability of applications.
Performance.

The performanceof the final system is the most
impressive. Both companies claimed speed
improvements of one to two orders of magnitude over relational database management
systems. Indeed, most of the existing applications are ones where a relational system
would simply not offer the performance needed.

Object-oriented programming combined with an

object-oriented database is able to compete,
effectively, with custom file-based approaches.

Figure 1 demonstrates that the more complex
an application, the greater the potential
performanceincrease from the object-oriented

approach.

Anobjectis essentially a software module that

simulates an object in the real world. Thus, a
word processing application might be made up
from the following types of objects
document,
paragraph, word, character, header, and footer.
The concept of modularity is not new, butit has
traditionally been applied either to the data
structure (with techniques such as the Jackson
method), or to the programming, in terms of
functional decomposition. In the object-oriented
approach, the two are inseparable. Each object
contains not only somedata, but a list of the
operations that can be applied to that data, and
a list of the relationships with other objects.
Figure 1

The more complex an application, the
greater potential performance increase

from the object-oriented approach
p
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An important concept in the object-oriented

approach is that there should be no difference

between the structure of the application as
specified at the concept stage and the structure

of the application as actually implemented

inside the machine. Thisis illustrated in Figures
2 and 3. A user ought to be able to peerinside
object-oriented applications and recognise

objects that make sense even to a non-

programmer. This is part of the reason whythe
object-oriented approach makes for easier

program maintenance. Some users observed this

effect in the migration from C to C++ over a
period offive years: new C applications typically
comprised 20 per cent existing code and 80 per

cent new code.

With the object-oriented

approach of C+ +, the ratio has been reversed.

The continuity of structure from concept to
implementation also applies to the database.
In
Figure 2.

With non-object languages,there is no
relationship between the conceptual
modelof an application and the
structure of a program
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Figure 3.

With object-orientation, the conceptual
modelof an applicationis retained
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conventional applications, the data structure
inside a particular application is typically very

different from the structure inside the database

(relational or other), and considerable effort is

Ontologic Inc and Object Design Inc

standards for C+ +, and has an object-oriented
database task group. Otherinitiatives include
an object-version of SQL.

languages: perhaps Cobolfor the processing and

Delegates reminded Ontologic and Object Design
that the majority of commercial programming
wasstill performed in Cobol. Ontologic stated

identically to their disc representation. This

evenif object-oriented facilities were added to

expended converting between the two. Indeed,
many applications are written in a mixture of

SQLfor the access. In an object-oriented system,
the retrieved objects are stored in memory

makes it possible to implement large applications using single pointers to virtual memory,
and facilitates client-server architectures.

In the case of ObjectStore, a single new C+ +
command (PERSISTENT) enables virtually all

code associated with reading and writing data
to be eliminated. The effects of this are
illustrated in Figure 4.

The object-oriented approach will offer
increasing benefits with the emergence of
loosely coupled distributed processing(including
heterogeneous systems
those that use
different kinds of processors), and with the
emergence of massively parallel computers (see

Report 73, Emerging Technologies). This is

because objects communicate by sending
messages between each other. Currently, these
are implemented in C++ as sequential function

calls, but ultimately, objects will be imple-

mented as autonomous structures running

asynchronously on separate processors.

The commercial implementation of objectoriented technology is so new that standards

have yet to emerge (with the exception of C+ +

as the favoured language). ANSI is developing
Figure 4

its intention of developing some form of Cobol
interface. However, it was pointed out that,

the Cobol language, using thosefacilities would
require such a paradigm shift (a phrase heard

frequently during the day) in the minds of
programmers that there would be little

advantage over completely rewriting existing
applications.

Both companies felt that it would be several

years before object-oriented databases were

applied to transaction processing. Figure 5
showsthe timetable predicted by Object Design.
In the long term, however, the maintainability

of object-oriented applications will offer huge
advantages for corporate-wide information
systems. It was recommended that systems

managers should be experimenting with the
techniques on small applications that have a
high degree of change.
Delegates found the claims for improved
performance and maintainability impressive,
but thought the incompatibility with existing
systems was a severe disadvantage. Organisations that are currently considering switching

to relational databases face a particularly

difficult decision
should they wait for
improved object-based systems that might offer
better compatibility?
Figure 5

With ObjectStore, virtually all code
associated with reading and writing

data can be eliminated

Saving in Lines of Code Using ObjectStore

It will be several years before objectoriented databases are applied to
transaction processing

C application
code
134 Lines of

Data structure definition

Reading in data strutures
Writing out data structures
Query
Relationship maintenance
Collection maintenance
Miscellaneous
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Currently, object-oriented programmingis seen
as a small subset of commercial computing
(Figure 6), the majority of which is recordoriented. Both Ontologic and Object Design
Figure 6

Currently, object-oriented programming is
seen as a small subset of commercial
computing

Today

Record-oriented MIS

>:

feel that in the future, as multimedia applications take over from simple text and data, the
object-oriented approach will dwarf record-

oriented data (Figure 7).
Figure 7

In the future, the object-oriented approach
will dwarf record-oriented data

Tomorrow
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Record-oriented data
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Digital Equipment Corporation

The Study Tour visit to Digital Equipment
Corporation was hosted at the Mill in Maynard,
which has been the homeof the company since
it was founded in 1957.

Digital had been asked to provide aninsight into
its vision for the 1990s andthefirst presentation

which addressed this subject was given by Rod

Southerland, manager, corporate accounts consulting. A key componentof Digital s computing

vision is the Network Applications Support
(NAS) architecture and this was described by
Bruce Adams, technology consultant. One of the

early applications of the NASarchitecture is to

be foundin Digital s approachto the integration
of hitherto discrete office automation appli-

cations. These discrete technologies have been
brought together within an architecture known
as Compound Document Architecture (CDA),
and Julie Bourdet(also a technology consultant
in Boston), explained the concepts behindthis
architecture.

During lunch, the group was addressed by Ken

Olsen, president of Digital who explained his

views on the future of computing, and in

particular, on some of the industry trends that
are currently affecting Digital.
Digital s computing vision

Digital s strategy for the last 10 years has been
based on the separation of three key tech-

nologies: information storage, processors, and
user devices. The two reasonsfor this separation
are, first, that developers can take advantage

of new technologies and build them into architectures very rapidly, and, second, that clients
can buy the most suitable piece of equipment

for their needs independently within an overall
architecture.

In order to position Digital s strategy for the

1990s, Rod Southerland described the develop-
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ment of computer systems from the 1960s. The
1960s were described as the EDP era , where
the main objective of computer systems was
efficiency in terms of data processing. During
the 1970s (the MIS era ), productivity was the
objective, and was based largely on the introduction of departmental minicomputer systems.
In the 1980s, categorised as the IS era , the

focus was on effectiveness in terms of the
application of systems, and it was during this
period that distributed computer systems

started to appear. Organisations began to reshape, functional teams became prevalent,
personal computers were introduced, and the
notion of client-server architectures was

introducedfor the first time.

The 1990s will be categorised as the

systems

integration era , and organisations will use
computer systems to aid them in their competitive strategies. Computing will come to be
considered as an organisational utility,
somewhat analogous to a powerplant. In this

era, organisations will come to think of net-

working as the key to their systems architecture.

Digital will be basing the developmentofits
networking architectures on OSI, an open

architecture that allowsfor the continuation of
the strategy that Digital claims to have established 10 years ago. OSI will allow users to
integrate technologies from various vendors,

andthis is the backboneofDigital s strategy for
the 1990s.

In summary, Digital s strategy can be described
as follows:

A family of products based on single
systems architecture.

Local and wide-area networks, supporting
OSI standards.
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The provision of network applications
support (via the NAS architecture), upon
which networked applications can be
developed.

Integration of
relationships.

key

external

Figure 1

business

Single systems architecture

Digital described its systems architecture as

covering five main elements: hardware, communications, operating systems, data management, and applications integration.

Hardware
Digital will continue to develop the Vax range
of computers. This provides a full range of
computer power from the desktop through to
the large mainframe environment. One of the

major benefits of the Vax technology is its

scalability. In the future, existing products will
be complemented by risc-based technology,

which will be built into workstations and
servers.

Communications
Traditionally, Digital has supported peer-to-peer
communications through the integration of Vax
technology over DECnet (its proprietary network architecture). Peer-to-peer integration will
be extended to facilitate the integration of
computers conforming to OSI standards. This
will provide the facility for multivendor computer support
providing that vendors are
following the same standardsas Digital.
Operating systems
Digital s strategy on operating systemsis to

continue with the development and support of
VMS, but to complement this with support of
an OSF-based version of Ultrix for its workstation, departmental, and server technology.
Digital is continually asked by its customers

Digital will continue with the development
and support of VMS, but complementthis
with support of an OSF-based version of
Ultrix
ULTRIX

Price/performance
X/open XPG

TCP/IP
1X 1003.1

VMS

Bes
DECwindows/MOTIF

CASE

OSF AES
SVID

Other POSIXstds

Interoperability

Application portability

VAXclusters

PC integration

Security
Real-time

High data integrity
System/network management

Data management

Digital will continue to pursuea distributed data
management architecture, and will also provide

support for the increasing numberof standard

third-party data management architectures, in
particular SQL, which will be supported in

conjunction with Digital s relational product.

Applications integration
Figure 2 shows Digital s computing strategy

under the four systems architecture elements
described above. However, the company is
convincedthatthe largest areaof activity in the

IT industry for the next few years is that of
applications integration. The Network Applications Support architecture is Digital s
approach to dealing with this problem and it

therefore sits on topof all the other aspects of
Digital s strategy shown in the figure.
Figure 2

Network Applications Support architecture
sits on topof all the other aspects of
Digital s strategy

whether they should choose VMSorUltrix. The

companyview onthis question is that the two

operating environments are complementary,

with VMSbeing the main environment for the
development of innovative features, while at
the same time, also complying with emerging

standards. On the other hand, Ultrix is predominantly a standards-based operating
environment, within which innovative features

will be built. The degree of overlap in terms of

DDMA

VAX/VMS

DECnet
VAX

NAS

3rd-party products
OSF/ULTRIX

Os!

RISC.

Applicationsintegration

~ Data management

Operating systems

Communications
Hardware

standards compliance will increasein the future.
The current situation is shownin Figure 1.
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Figure 3

original target had been for OSF to be selfsustaining within three years of its formation,
this goal has currently not been reached.
Additional funding has been provided and
Digital s view is that OSF provides the most
secure route for future development of

Network Applications Support is an
architecture, not a product

ea ES sean

ea ES sean

.

[inyebalateaii
Network applications support

VMs \| UNIX

Os/2
(ee

MAC

Digital Equipment Corporation

2

Terminals

standards. In this sense, Unix is not considered
to be a standard. Rather, it is a proprietary
operating system from AT&T.

Digital is predicting that the client-server model

will become the dominant style of computing
in the 1990s, posing several management
challenges:

How to connect and manage multivendor
environments.

As Figure 3 shows, NASis a set of software
services based on standardsfor interoperability

and portability in a distributed computing
environment. It is not a product but an
approach, or an architecture, which assumesthe
use of standards and allows for integration of
multivendor equipment and distributed applications. Digital s approach is to accept that it
has no control over the computer technology
put on the desktop, but that users will require

full interoperability between their desktop
devices and other systems. In this context, NAS

provides Digital with its significant source of
competitive advantage for the 1990s. Comparing
its approach with that of IBM, Digital claimed
that SAA offered only a segregated environment, with no more functionality than the pre-

vious VMS and DECnetarchitecture. NAS offers

an integrated environment fully supportive of

open standards and allows for the interoperability of equipment from multiple vendors.
Strategy for open systems in the 1990s

Bruce Adams explained Digital s approach to
the use of standards in the 1990s. The policy is

to use standards from vendor-neutral bodies
in particular, Digital supports the Open Systems
Foundation (OSF). However, the evolution of
standards is often a long process, and in the

absence of standards from OSF, Digital will use

de facto standards, although it will always

switch to standards endorsed by OSF at the
appropriate time.

In response to questions from delegates, Digital
explainéd OSF s financial position. Although the

© Butler Cox pic 1990

How to protect past investments in hardware, software, and people while taking
advantage of new technology and solutions.

Howtosatisfy personal, departmental, and
cross-organisation needs.

NASis the vehicle for tackling these management challenges. During the 1990s, the number
of applications using NAS will be extended. The
degree to which standards are supported will

be extended and NASserviceswill be included
with major software products.
Compound Document Architecture

The Compound Document Architecture (CDA)

is a major component of Digital s unified
software environment, using the NASconcepts.
The intention is to remove the gridlock on
information that exists in today s office
automation applications. CDA will enable the
integration of information from multiple sources

into a common document. It will also provide

document-managementandtracking systems to
allow the results of this processing to be made
available to the distributed computer users
within the NAS architecture. The current

implementation of CDA allows for the

integration of many data types including text,
graphics, images, and spreadsheets, and in the
future, Digital will be integrating voice and
video.
This integration is possible across multiple

environments. CDAis a specification for the
processing of data, compliance to which allows
software developersto integrate within a CDA
architecture. There are three dimensions of
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CDA-conforming products,

as shown in

to its originating machine, in its modified form

Figure 4. The objective of these productsis to
make CDAapplications transparent to the user,
in the sense that the user need not worry where
on the network of computer systems the data
has been obtained from. Toolkits are provided
for the application developer to facilitate
conversion from various operating systems, and
also to provide gateways between applications

if necessary. This raises several management

CDA, userswill be able to bring together a wide
variety of data from different sources,
manipulate the data, store it, and pass it back

Digital is aware, however, of the need to involve

and between operating environments. With

Figure 4

There are three dimensions of CDAconforming products

3.) Integrated, End-User
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issues (particularly security), which will need

to be taken into account in the developmentof
CDAapplications. Digital has already developed
some CDA products including DECwindows,

DECmail, DECwrite, DECchart, DECdecision,

and DECpaint. All future office system products
from Digital will support CDA.

its third-party software developers in the CDA
initiative, and has made public the CDA
specification. Several vendors are now

developing convertors to allow their products
to support CDA. This raises some support issues,

which were debated during the presentation.

Ultimately, Digital may need to guarantee
higherlevels of support for third-party software

than it has donein the past. This area seems to
be

somewhat

however.

undefined at

the

moment,

In summary, the CDA approach appears to offer
the opportunity to integrate data from multiple
operating systems and environmentsinto single

documents. Furthermore, being based on
evolving industry standards, it is likely that
office system products, not only from Digital s
software developers, but also software
developéd for other vendors

conform with CDA.

equipment, will
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Banyan Systems Inc

Founded in 1983, Banyan claimed to be the only
major supplier focused solely on networking,

spans industry, commerce, and educational
users. (Compaq, according to Banyan, manages
the whole corporation exclusively with PCs.)

funding in 1983, Banyan has received five
additional injections of capital and its revenue

had grown to $80 million by 1989 on whichit

Banyan sees corporate PC-networking as the
major network growth area(see Figure 1), with
corporate-wide PC networks interlinking to

total. Banyan has a wholly owned UK sub-

to be its major competitors but believes it is

and to be the industry leader in corporate-wide
PC networking. Sincethe initial venture-capital

made an operating profit of $7 million. Inter-

national revenues account for 18 per centof this

sidiary, and agents in another 14 European
countries and around the world. The number

of employees will reach nearly 600 by the end
of 1990. Of these, some 30 per cent are in sales

and marketing and 37 per cent are in product

development, increasingly in software and

hardware.

The product and the market

Banyan s product is called Vines (Virtual
NEtwork System). This is a distributed network
operating system that can join together other

local area and wide-area networks to make a PC
network look like a single computer. It runs

within the client/server architectural model,
which the company sees as the style of
computing for the 1990s and beyond.

In this model, data centres will, in effect,
become distributed, so that many servers can
be interconnected on global basis. Applications
can be geographically distributed and processing

will be decentralised, but under centralised

existing mainframe and minicomputer environ-

ments. The companyperceives IBM and Digital
better positioned to service the evolution of the
distributed-applications environment (see
Figure 2, overleaf).
Vinescreates a transparent environment across
many servers and makes multiple network
operating systems appear as a single system.

Banyan claims that Vinesis easy to install and

operate, is based on an open architecture, and
is being developed within industry standards
which will allow applications portability and
network interoperability (Figure 3, also over-

leaf, shows the standards covered by the

software). It is also designed to allow network
growth: users, servers, networks, and
Figure 1

Banyan sees PC-networking as the major
networth growth area

Number

of users

Host
computing

control.

Vines supports this concept and aimsto provide
users with access (through the network), to the
total computing environment, and to support
the growing population of geographically dispersed and diverse desktop computers. The
largest network currently installed (for Compaq)
supports 9,500 users and the customer base

© Butler Cox pic 1990

Corporate-wide PC
networking
.
1985

1987

1989

1991

Time
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Figure 2

Banyan Systems Inc

Banyanbelieves thatit is better positioned
than its competitors to service the evolution
of the distributed-applications environment

Networked Business Solutions
Benefit
Technology

Cotporate-wide PC
Networking

of revenues, with much ofthis being follow-on

sales to the overseas operations of existing US

customers. By. 1993, the company expects that
the percentage of international businesswill
have risen to 28 per cent.

Banyansees the continuing of growth of the PC
market in Europe andtherest of the world as

offering high potential for the developmentof
its product on a global basis. Multilingual
capability is seen as an importantfactorin this,

andversions in French and Germanarealready
available. Five more languages will be
implemented in 1990.
Banyan s international goals may be summarised as follows:

Figure 3

Vines is being developed within industry
standards

- Application Programmatic Interfaces-

DOS Macintosh OS/2 POSIX

Named Pipes NetBIOS Mailsiots
- Application Protocols -

X.400 X.500 SMB NFS AFP

- CommunicationsProtocols -

OSI TCP/IP SNA X.25 Applelalk DecNet

POSIX Server Base

Establish Vines as a global networking
solution.

Make use of the expertise gained in the
United States by moving into the international networking marketplace.

Support and expand
customerbase.

the

multinational

Rationalise the distribution channel(agents)
internationally and ensure that pricing and

discounting is consistent across the world.

Establish international support organisations

in Londonfor Europe, and in Westborough,

Massachusettsfor the rest of the world. The

prime support for international users will

come from the reselling agents in the
applications can all be easily added. Thesoftware includes network-management tools,
integrated security features, and directory
facilities. It is resident both at the desktop and
in the servers. Banyan makes its own server
hardware, but the software can be loaded into

a range of other server devices.
Product strategy

Up to now, the majority of Banyan s products
have been sold in the United States, and, in
accordance with its policy, mostly through
resellers. Clearly, Banyan will continue to

develop the products to meet the demandsof
this, its major market.

The proportion of international business has

grown butstill represents less than 20 per cent

different companies whowill be trained by
Banyan.

Banyan is committed to selling only through
agents, and these resellers must be committed

to Vines as their major product. There will be

only one distributor per country and, in the

major markets, the minimum contract with

those distributors will be three years. Distributors must demonstrate networking
expertise and be able to offer other systems-

integration services. They mustalso be able to
demonstrate their capability to train and

support customers in the country in which they
operate.

Summary and conclusion

Banyan has clearly identified a major market
opportunity and has pursuedit with vigour and

skill. The company has evolvedsteadily overits
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six-year life and its list of customers is
impressive. Based on a continuing investment
programme, its financial position appears very
sound.
The Vines product is sharply focused at the
distributed-computing network environment
which most large organisations are developing.
It offers users an excellent opportunity to
rationalise and simplify some of the complex
network-managementissues that accompany a
multivendor system.
Banyan forecasts a growth of 25 per cent in
revenues for 1989/90 as against 70 per cent in
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1988/89 and 100 per cent in 1987/88. The reason

for this slowdown was attributed to its intention

to re-align its marketing to a more international

approach through resellers, rather than concentrating on local USsales.

Banyan s continuing growth will depend on how

well its international approach succeeds. As a

one-product organisation in an increasingly
important segmentof the market, it is obviously
vulnerable to a merger or acquisition.

In summary, Banyanis an impressive company.
Users should consider the Vines product
carefully as PC networks are installed across
their corporations.
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FCMC

FCMCis a British company, established in 1980
with its headquarters in London, a development

centre in Swindon, England, and a branch office
in Boston. It employs 35 staff and has two main

products, Finar, which is an accounting and
modelling product for group financial accounts,
and Staffware. The presentations were given by
John O Connell, FCMC s chief executive, Cindy
Wild, marketing manager, and Don Moss, programme general manager, office systems at

Unisys Corporation.

theoretical path taken by a purchasing order
in one company. Figure 2 shows the actual
path taken by one purchasing order. Staffware
is designed to eliminate much of this

inefficiency. The software effectively allows
passive, optional, clerical procedures to be
converted into active, mandatory, automated
procedures.
Figure 1

The staffware product

In theory, a purchasing ordertakesa fairly
direct route through the organisation

Staffware is a development tool for office
procedures. The concept developed from the

idea of applying PERT techniques to office
work. Staffware is designed to automate not

only individual office tasks, but also the proceduresthat link these tasks, and to control the
flow of documents through the office. The
productis aimed at office managers and analysts
with some knowledge of information technology, rather than at technical development

staff. It is designed to be simple to use, and is

written in the C language to run on a Unix

processor.

It can be used at twolevels, either just to control
the proceduresthatlink office tasks, but not to
automate the tasks themselves, or to control
both the procedures and the tasks. Staffware

Figure 2

In practice, a purchasing order takes a very

inefficient route through the organisation

can therefore be used to enable a groupofoffice
staff to achieve a common workobjective, even
though the individuals may be separated by time
and geography. In this sense, Staffware can be
considered an example of groupware.

Staffware is designed to solve the common
problemsof office procedures
the procedural
rules are frequently broken, processing dead-

lines are missed, the procedures are expensive
to control, and as a result, office staff are
confused and demotivated. Figure 1 shows the
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Staffware combines the features of text processing, electronic mail, database management,

and conditional logic into a single office systems
tool. To some extent, the Staffware procedure
can be integrated with existing automatedtasks
running on other systems, and the Staffware

work-menu can be integrated with other program menus. Staffware also contains process

invocation , by which information retrieval
from existing databases can beinitiated, or tasks
initiated in other systems. It is also possible to
attach a scanned copy of an external document
to a Staffware procedure.

A Staffware application is developed by defining
a series of diractives , which are documents,

each of which has a function within the

procedure. Thereis a set of steps that must be

followed to define each

diractive .

For

example, each field on the document must be
specified, with an indication of whether the
field is a text or numerical field, whetherit is
calculated or filled in by the clerk, whether the
text is hidden or displayed, and whether the

text is received from, or communicated to, other

files. It is also necessary to specify who receives
the document in the next step of processing,

whatthe next step entails, and whatis the time
limit for completing each step in the procedure.

The main benefit of using Staffwareis that,

because office procedures are formalised and
automated, they can nolonger be side-stepped

or forgotten. FCMC also claims that using
Staffware will result in savings in processing

time andclericalcost, in increased productivity,
in better staff relations and motivation, and,
most importantly, in the elimination of missed

deadlines. In addition to these procedural
benefits, Staffware also produces a wide range

of information about the transactions that have

the numbersof transactions
been processed
in various categories, for example, and the
numbers of transactions overdue at each step

in the procedure. Staffware also maintains a

permanent audit trail of the transactions that
have been processed.
Staffware

is currently distributed through

value-added resellers and through OEM
agreements with major equipment vendors,

including Unisys and ICL. In the United
Kingdom, the price of an eight-user develop-

ment licence is $5,000, and of a 1,000 user
development licence £100,000.

© Butler Cox plc 1990
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Unisys s OFIS product

Don Moss described the reasons why Unisys
took on Staffware as an OEM product. He said

that Unisys needed a product that would

manage the what, when, and where of information flows in offices. The company was
particularly looking for a flexible product that
could respond to rapid changes in office
organisation and office procedures, because it
had identified these characteristics as becoming

increasingly importantin offices in the future.
Unisys identified Staffware in 1985 and, after
some customisation, released it as OFIS in 1986.
Future developments

John O Connell concluded by describing some
likely future developments. He said that,

originally, FCMC saw Staffware as a develop-

ment tool for departmental office systems,
which is why it was implemented to run in a
Unix environment. FCMC now sees an opportunity for using Staffware to manage office
procedures across networks of distributed
computers within an open systemsarchitecture,

perhapsgoing as faras links between different
organisations via electronic mail and EDI. It
expects to release a version in early 1991,
designed for a client/server architecture, and

including support for PCs, dumb terminals, and

user interfaces such as Presentation Manager,
Motif, and Microsoft s Windows. In the future,
FCMC mayalso provide support for integrated
standard databases and even proprietary
environments such as IBM andDigital. He said
that Staffware would betranslated to provide
support for foreign languagesincluding, French,
German, Dutch, Spanish, Swedish, Portuguese,

and Italian.

Staffware would be a very useful tool for

organisations with a lot of routine office

procedures, especially those whose main com-

puting systems were based on Unix. This would

make the product particularly attractive to

public-sector organisations such as central and

local government departments. Indeed, many
of FCMC s existing customers come from this

sector. Staffware would probably beless useful
in commercial organisations with existing
applications running on proprietary systems.

Furthermore, the extent to which Staffware

could link a series of existing highly automated

tasks into a procedure, was notat all clear.
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Speech-recognition technology has been the
subject of extensive research for at least two

decades. A wide variety of low-cost plug-in
boards is available, and these have been
successfully applied in environments where

keyboards would be inconvenient
such as
mail-room parcel sorting. Almost all such
systems, however, are characterised by a very
limited vocabulary (typically 10 to 100 words),
and often need to be trained to recognise

individual speakers.

Kurzweil Applied Intelligence has developed a
technology that is capable of recognising very
large vocabularies
in excess of 10,000 words
andis speaker-independent. The technology
has been incorporated into a series of vertical
marketapplications, initially all in the medical
field, that offer very real benefits to the users.
Figure 1 showsthe structure of an application.

The four existing application products are:
Figure 1

Kurzweil s system combines large-

vocabulary voice recognition with
domain-specific knowledge

Large-vocabulary
voice recognition
Report-generation
software

Voice report
Domain-specitic
knowledge base
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VoiceRAD

for producing radiology reports.

VoiceEM
admissions.

for

VoicePATH

VoiceReport

reports

on emergency

for pathology reports.

a general-purpose report

generation developmentkit.

Each of these applications is essentially a
dictation system
theuser is able to dictate a
report andinitiate its printing entirely through
voice commands. The accuracy of the speech

recognition is high, and the systems are well able
to cope with the levels of background noise
found in medical environments.

The moststriking feature of the applicationsis

the use of trigger words that are usedto recall
whole

standard

sentences

or paragraphs

( leveraged dictation ). These

boilerplate

paragraphs will often contain several options,

and the user merely has to select the options
orally as they are presented. For example, the
trigger phrase
abdominal pain recalls the

standard sentence:

ABDOMINAL PAIN: Patient complains of
[severity] pain in [position] abdomen .

Speaking just two more words
moderate and
right
completes the comment:

ABDOMINAL PAIN: Patient complains of

moderate pain in right abdomen .

An example

Figure 2.

from

VoiceRAD is shown in

It is this feature that overcomesthe limitation
of the need for discrete speech . In discr
ete

speech, each
word
must
be
stated
with
a
pause
in between. In normal
talking or dictation, there are no such
pauses.
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Figure 2

A complete radiology report can be dictated
using just 13 keywords

Say
Today
Mammography
Bilateral
Routine

Diffuse nodularity

No focal lesions
Obtain outside study
Signature

Display
4/11/1887 Mammography(bilateral)
Alow dose film technique was used. Cephalocaudad and modified lateral
views were obtained.
Both breasts show a very prominent duelpattern with diffuse nodularity
throughout. Such diffuse nodularity makesthe breasts difficult to evaluate.
There are no dominant massesor clustered califications on either side
Thepatientgivesa history of previous mammography elsewhere. If these
could be obtained for comparison it would be helpful to exclude anyinterval
change
John H Jones MD 9:18:32 2/11/1987

Continuous speech is many orders of magnitude

harder to decipher than discrete speech

becausethesyllablescanbebrokenupintowordsinmanydifferentways.

Although there have been research demonstrations of continuous-speech recognition, they
currently work only with an extremely limited
vocabulary, require supercomputer power, and
do not function in real time. Kurzweil is itself
working on continuous-speech recognition, but
estimates that it will be three to five years

before it is available in product form. Con-

tinuous-speech recognition requires the
development of appropriate software

algorithms, and the availability of massive and

cheap processing power. Kurzweil believes that
by the time the former have been developed,

the latter will be available.

Kurzweil

had

a general-purpose

large

vocabulary dictation system available in 1987.
However, trials showed that the requirement
to use discrete speech wastoo restrictive. The
concept of leveraged dictation overcomes this
drawback. Users are able to dictate a typical

medical report in less time than they could

speak the final text in full, and there are also

other benefits:

Legible, printed reports: in many hospitals,
handwritten reports are used, and these are
frequently almostillegible.

Instant turnaround: some hospitals use
centralised dictation systems, but the turnaroundis typically 36 to 72 hours.

© Butler Cox ple 1990
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Around-the-clock service.

Reducedcosts of transcription: one hospital
claimed that the payback period was less
than 12 months.

Responsive service: the system prompts
doctors to record information that is
sometimes overlooked.

Improvedrisk management: although the

legality of the generated reports has not been

tested in court, insurance companies are
sufficiently impressed by the qualityassurance benefits to offer a 20 per cent
reduction in premiums to users.

A complete system costs in the region of
$30,000. This comprises a PC-AT computer with

100 megabyte harddisc, printer, software, and
speech board. The board contains 10 megabytes
of RAM, whichis sufficient to hold a vocabulary
of around 10,000 words (more can be added).

The systemis delivered pretrained. At the start
of eachsession, the background noise is sampled

for a few seconds, and the useris asked to count

aloud from oneto ten. Althoughit is speakerindependent, the recognition system is adaptive
andtherefore improveswith use. Each user can
store his or her adapted speech parameters on

disc at the end of a session

andthis is the

primereasonfor such a large hard disc capacity.

In addition to the trigger-phrase and option-

select modes, the user can insert free-form

dictation, teaching the system new wordsif
needed.

During the presentation, delegates were invited

to use the system. Considering the very wide
range of accents, and the background noise of
comments and questions, the performance was
very impressive, a high proportionof the errors

coming from a lack of familiarity with the
application, rather than the word recognition
itself. Several delegates could envisage broadly

equivalent applications within their own
organisations, ranging from insuranceclaims, to
financial services, to railway timetable
enquiries.

In response to questions, Bernie Bradstreet,
President of Kurzweil Applied Intelligence,

stated that the system works well over a PABX
network, but that long-distance telephone lines
degraded the accuracy considerably. The
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problem was, surprisingly, the noise levels
rather than the restricted bandwidth.

The system does not have a multi-user facility

at present, although this is under development.

Kurzweil

does

have

an agreement

with

Dictaphone to develop a distributed dictation

system with computerised transcription. Such
a system would also incorporate text-to-speech
synthesis to allow remote proof reading (see
Figure 3).
Figure 3.

Kurzweil is collaborating with Dictaphone on
a distributed dictation system

Zr
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Phone

Digital

dictation
Disk

storage
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The leveraged dictation concept had originally
been conceived to overcomethelimitationsof
the discrete speech requirement, but had
become one of the major attractions of the
product. Asked if speech recognition was really
needed (why not use a light pen or touch
screen?), Bernie Bradstreet replied that the
medical applications allowed hundreds of

options at each point in the dictation process.

With other technologies, options would have to
be nested, perhaps 20 deep, into menus.

Kurzweil Applied Intelligence was formed in

1982, anddeliveredits first speech-recognition

tools in 1985. VoiceRAD, thefirst of the vertical

applications was available in 1987. Approximately 300 systems have beensold to date. The
company was founded by Ray Kurzweil, the

pioneer of optical character recognition and
reading systems for the blind. Kurzweil Applied

Intelligence operates independently of the other

companies,
Systems.

which include

Kurzweil Music

Delegates were impressed by the demonstrations, andfelt that the companywasselling
applications rather than a technology. It was
agreed that the technology has now genuinely
reached a stage where further applications are
limited mostly by imagination.
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Butler Raila and Company

Butler Raila is a pioneer in the multimedia
marketplace, providing interactive computer
systems that use a combination of text, graphics,
animation, sound, and video. While Butler Raila
is a small company, it has developed a unique

Smart Move. The second example demonstrated by Butler Raila was a trade show
application for the New England Telephone

set of skills that it intends to use to attain a

Company. Here, multimedia is used as a way
of attracting people to the company s stand
and as a way of keeping people s attention

the majority of the presentation was based on

takes delegates through a fun gamebut at

strong position in the electronic publishing
marketplace. However, the technology can be
used in a wide range of application areas, and

examples of interactive multimedia systems
used in the training and sales and marketing
areas. The technology can also be applied in
public relations and public awareness, and

increasingly for point-of-sale and in point-ofpurchase applications.

The following applications were demonstrated,

each developed by Butler Raila under contract

to a client:

Thebasics of digital voice technology. The
first example was of a system adapted by

Apple Computer and the Codex Corporation
to train sales staff in new lines of products.

Learning was facilitated by a business
simulation that entailed exploratory and
decision-making work. The multimedia
approach caught the awareness and

attention of the trainee to the extent that

learning happened almostincidentally, and
had the additional benefit that immediate
feedback was provided tothe trainee. (This
application was described in Report 73,

for long enough to enable a salesman to
approach them. The application involves an
animated game called Smart Move, which

the same time exposes them to New England
Telephone s products and services. One of

the key design features of this system was
its flexibility
thus allowing new products
to be included very simply.

Other multimedia applications were described

during the presentation butall were built on the

same basic technology, which included analogue
videodiscs, PCs equipped with video cards for switching and overlaying a video display, and
infra-red touch screens. Theprincipal software
tools were the C programming language, for
development of ad hoc routines, and

HyperCard. Butler Raila has developed a niche
Figure 1

The multimedia approach ofdigital voice

technology captures the attention of the

trainee

Emerging Technologies.)

Figure 1 shows a screen from the application.

The user plays out the role of a telecom-

munications manager, responding to requests
arriving in the in-tray from colleagues. He

can look up new terminology by pointing to

the A-Z index box, visit a trade show by
pointing at the poster on the wall, and take
a break by pointing at the coffee cup!
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Butler Raila and Company

market for integrating equipment that is
available off the shelf from a variety of vendors.

The company offers two skills: the technical

ability to interconnect various hardware
equipment, and design, production, and implementation skills for multimedia applications.

Asyet, no significant standards or conventions

are available in the multimedia marketplace to
help in the development of systems, and no

support tools for hypermedia authors have yet
becomeestablished. In this sense, the development of multimedia systems is still at the
crafting stage. This may changein the future
and Butler Raila indicated that several major
vendorsare poised to establish a full range of

componentsfor the development of multimedia
systems. In particular, Sony and Commodore are

moving towards this situation, although it is
unlikely that any vendor would make a major
commitment until digital video standards have

becomeestablished.

Developing multimedia systems
Butler

Raila

explained that

a multimedia

development team must include the following

roles:

Interactive designer.

Subject-matter expert.

Media producer/creative director.

Software development (programming).

Project management.

It was pointed out that this team structure is

different from that currently employed in most
software development. The project manager
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must bridge the communications gap between
the different disciplines.

It is very important to involve the users

throughout the development. In this sense, two

types of users exist. The first is the client, who

may have particular views, opinions, and
objectives for the multimedia application. The
second, and more important, type of useris the
eventual interactive user of the system. Butler

Raila s approachto establishing the needsof the
latter group is to run a series of focus groups
during the design stage of the project.

Opportunities for using multimedia
systems

As well as the uses described above, Butler Raila
sees multimedia technology being included in
desktop systems, whereit will be used for both

learning and reference, and whereit will also
be integrated with existing applications. New
skills will be required within the systems area

to take advantage of this technology
both
technical skills and, more importantly, the

creative skills needed to exploit the multimedia

concept and achieve a high degree of user
acceptance through a process of interaction.

The cost of the technology is falling rapidly.
Currently, it is possible to construct a basic

hardware configuration of personal computer,

videodisc, video/graphics overlay board, and

digital audio equipmentfor $13,000 to $17,000.
As standards become moreestablished and as

the larger vendors moveinto the multimedia
marketplace, and as fully integrated hardware
becomes available, the price can be expected

to fall still further.
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Symbolics Inc

Symbolics aim is to deliver applications support
and implementation for business organisations
in the area of advanced information technology

& Power Maintenance Scheduler (Figure 2) and
the Setpoint Inc Interactive Plant Scheduler

support the deliverables are object-oriented

in
The useof highly sophisticated toolkits
particular, the use of object-oriented

specifically, planning and scheduling, online
documentation, visualisation graphics, and
programme productivity. The technologies that

programming and databases, program-code
generators, knowledge-based expert systems
(hardware andshells), and graphic presentation
techniques.

The company was incorporated in 1980 as an

offshoot of MIT s Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory. However, Symbolics is wary of the
term AI and prefers to describe its service as
providingsolutions to very hard problems . The
company employs 450 professionals and has a
strong presence in Germany and the United
Kingdom. Originally, Symbolics was in the business of designing and producing sophisticated

(Figure 3, overleaf).

In providingservicesto its clients, Symbolics has
adopted two distinctive strategies:

Figure 1

One of Symbolics risk-reduction products is
the American Express Authorizer s Assistant

Objective: Assist authorizers in Point-of-Sale credit decisions

Performance: 15 seconds per transaction, 200K+ trans. / day

ROI: $3Minvested externally, $27M savingsin first two years

BAe

Al-workstations and supporting software.

Today, its strategy has shifted towards
delivering solutions (custom-built applications),
aimed at either increasing the profit margins of

its customers or reducing their risk of doing

business. In all cases, the objectives are specific

to amortise the investment of its clients
within two years, and to return a minimum of

300 per cent of the original investment during
the productlife cycle. The focusis selective, and
is aimed at providing solutions at the strategic
and tactical levels of clients businesses
Symbolics does not concentrate on addressing
operational issues.

Examples of risk-reduction products are the

American Express Authorizers Assistant (see
Figure 1) and the US Sprint Fraud Detector
both of which rely on accumulated knowledge

bases of customers spendingor calling patterns.

Examples of Symbolics work in the area of
increasing profit margins are the Houston Light

© Butler Cox ple 1990

Figure 2.

Authorizers

Maintenance Scheduleris designed to help
increase profit margins

Objective: Assist Maintenance Managementin controlling
outages, crews and resources

Performance: Operationally managing all scheduled outages
ROI: Saved $800K in crew overtimein first quarter

ae

MMCS

ork Orders

Work Reports

Symbolics

Plan & Sched
ea

Custom Reports
Schedule Plots
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Symbolics Inc

The Interactive Plant Scheduler is also
designedto help increase profit margins
Interactive Inputs Based on Results

Figure 4

Advanced information technology has an
increasingly important role to play as the
information content of most products and
services increases

Historically, Information Technology has been concerned with

the storage/retrieval of data.

Now,AIT must:

« Extract data

at the right time,

at the rightlevel,

Online Control System
Furnace
EquipmentStans
Capaciey

Offline Yield Model
Yield Modet
Coke Model

underthe right circumstances,

PlantMaterial Balance
System
Inventories
Feedroduct Requirements

* Merge data

correctly with other data sources,

* Process data

while considering both tactical data and strategic
information.

programming and

database

Object orientationis defined as:

techniques.

the ability

to work with program or data segments as
objects and to manage their entities,

relationships, and attributes dynamically .

Concentration on the people (customer)

aspect within the business parameters of

profits and risk. Thus, a solution must satisfy
not only a business need but, in order to be
successful, it must solve the needsof the user

whowill interact with the application.

Symbolics draws a major distinction between

conventional IT and advanced IT, andthis is
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. As the information
content of most products and services continues

Figure 5

Advanced information technology helps to
meet the need for a greater information
content in products and services

Tohelpfill Information Contentneeds by:
* Applying knowledgeto information, not
algorithms to data
° Developing "Expert Assistants"

+ Supporting the knowledge worker

to rise, so does the need to manage very
complex applications.
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Pilot System Inc

Pilot Systems was established in 1983 with
venture-capital backing. The president and chief
executive is David Friend, who developed a
screen-based graphical system to support the
operation of his former business in music
synthesisers. It was this system that formed the

basis of the Pilot executive information system

that is now used in more than200 organisations
across the world.

The product has been steadily developed since

its inception, and Pilotclaimsto be the industry
leader. The current implementation uses a

client/server approach, with functionality being
shared between a mainframe and a PC on the

desktop. The way the functions are shared is
shownin Figure 1.

Several significant changes have taken place

since the productwasfirst designed, and many

of these have becomecritical success factors for
executive information systems:

Extreme ease of use is a vital factor. Users
of this type of system require minimal

Figure 1

Pilot distributes functions between the

(host) mainframe and desktop PC

Fourth-generation language

a
interface

Database

Graphics

Menu system
Caching

Menu system

Icon caching

Data import
Icon library

Communications

Onefully integrated system !
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learning time and need help features built
into the system.
Early systems were focused onindividuals;

current implementations have a wider
organisational focus. There are important
differences between these two approaches,
as shownin Figure 2.

The trend is for executive information
systems (now more accurately described as
corporate information networks) to
CINs
becomelarger and more widespread through
the organisation.

There has been an accompanying trend
towards daily information updates, so that
today s systemsreflect current operational
status rather than monthly historical data.
Many companies start by using monthly

financial data as their major input but this
rapidly becomes redundant.

Users needto be ableto drill down into the

data and this is being facilitated by Pilot s
ability to interface, via SQL, with proprietary

Figure 2

There are significant distinctions between
systems focused onindividuals and those
with a broader organisational focus

Individual focus
Executive
sponsor

Organizational focus
Management
team

+ Fatetied to sponsor

+ Fatetied to whole organization

+ Does not encourage team usage

+ Relies on team usage

+ Executive driven

+ MIS driven

+ Expensive per user

+ Low cost peruser

+ Customized

+ Little customization
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Pilot System Inc

database systems such as Oracle or DB2, as
well as referencing its own internal database.

Thereis an increasing demand for off-the-

Figure 3

shelf applications, and for code generators.

Technology growth has supported the
development of these features.

In short, executive information systems achieve
greater benefits as the numberof users and the

immediacy of the data increase (see Figure 3).

Future development will conform to popular
standards, including SAA, NAS, Unix V, and

Macintosh. An X-Windows-based application
was demonstrated.

When implementing an executive information
system, users should take note of the following:

Executive information systems achieve
greater benefits as the numberof
users and the immediacyof the data
increase
Full EIS benefits

Large

(many
Scale

users)

Small
(few

users)

2

4

|

Front end

Presentation monthly

Monitor/control daily

3

Data frequency

Prepare for growth inscale, in the form of
an ever-widening userbase.

Preparefor near realtime access as systems
support more operational needs.

Prepareto provideaccessto larger and more
wide-ranging databases including both
internal and external ones.

Be sure that the system will work and can
be supported whenit is 10 times larger than
today.
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Sloan School of Management

Presentations at the Sloan School of Management
were given by John Henderson, associate professor of management science and Dr Diane
Wilson, principal research associate.
Building a relationship between line and

systems managers

John Henderson described the research he has
carried out on building and sustaining a partnership between line managers and information
systems managers. The objective of the research
was to identify the factors that influence an
external partnership between a companyandits
suppliers or customers, and so build a model that
might explain the internal relationship between
an information systems department andits users.
Hesaid hehasidentified six factors, which divide
into two groups(see Figure 1).

Thefirst group is concerned with partnership in
action (PIA), which was defined asthe ability of
members of the partnership to influence
effectively key policies and decisions that affect
the performanceofthe partnership. These factors
Figure 1

Six factors explain the internal relationship
between an information systems
department andits users
Partnership

Partnership
in action
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Partnership
in context

create the day-to-day working relationship. The
first PIA factor is knowledge and understanding
of the partners organisation and methods of
working. One managerdescribedit this way, If
we don t understand how they work, we cannot
effectively influence them in areas that are
critical . The second PIA factor is distinctive
competence and resources, wheretheskills and
resources of the whole partnership are greater
than the sum of the individual contributions. The
third PIA factor is organisational linkage, of which
there are three types: linkage of physical processes, information linkage, and social networks.

The second group of factors can be termed
partnership in context (PIC), defined as the degree
to which membersof the partnership believe that
the partnership will be sustained overtime. The
first PIC factor is mutual benefits, of which the
most commonare financial benefits, but process
or product innovation and the sharingof risk are
also mutual benefits. The second PIC factor is
commitment. Three major indicators of commitment are shared goals, shared-incentive
systems, and contracts. Shared goals provide a
commonground upon whichto negotiate solutions
to conflicts and are particularly critical when
members of a partnership include potential competitors. Shared-incentive systems are important
because they reinforce the goal structure of each
partner. Contracts are important not because of
their legal value, whichis frequently very low, but
rather because the process of negotiation is
important in defining the relationship, and the
existence of the contract is a symbol of the
commitment between the partners. He said that
partnerships cannot be defined by contracts and
they will not prevent opportunistic behaviour.
However, they do provide a general sense of the
responsibilities of the partners. The third PIC
factoris predisposition. This is an attitude held by
the partners in favour of the existence of the
partnership, and must, in turn, be based upon

Al
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trust and the existenceof positive assumptions.

Generally, these are based upon good personal
relationships.

He then tested this six-factors model by interviewing executives involved in the partnership
betweeninformation systems and users. Within
the PIA group, mutual knowledge and understanding wasconsistently highlighted as a key
to effective workingrelationships. Each partner
needed to develop an appreciation and deep
understanding of the other s environment.

Many examples were provided of the need for

each partnerto providedistinctive competence
and resources. These included technicalskills,
available staff, and control over physical assets.
The most interesting example of mutual
dependence wasthe effective management of
data. Several executives had argued that data
could not be managed if it was viewed as being
owned exclusively by either information sys-

tems or users. Rather, both sides brought the

critical skills,
necessary to
poration. One
it centralised,

experience, and physical assets
manage data across the corexecutive hadsaid,
We vetried
and we vetried it decentralised.

I believe the only solution is to recognise that

both line and IS have unique skills to manage

data .

An analysis of the actions that have been taken
by the executives to build or sustain the
partnership is summarised in Figure 2.

Many of the lessons learned from external
market partnerships are applicable to internal

partnerships. Three kinds of market relationship
can be identified, in order of increasing
partnership, strength, and commitment. The
weakest was a transaction relationship, in which

there was no intention to sustain an ongoing
relationship. The second type was a value-added
service relationship, in which the partners

recognised some degree of mutual dependence
but fell short of an ongoing sustainable
relationship. The strongest form of external
relationship was a strategic partnership.

Firms that had analysed their external
relationships under these three headings had
often been surprised to find that the majority

wereof the transactiontype. It is rarely possible
to convert relationships directly from trans-

action type to strategic type. Instead, it is
generally necessary to convert transaction
relationships to value-added relationships, asa
step towards forminga strategic partnership. No

firm can attempt to be a strategic partner with

all its suppliers and customers. It must therefore
take strategic decisions about the distribution
of relationships between the three types.

The importance of personal relationships was
also highlighted in the discussion of internal

Theselessons are important for any information

people is in the room .

between his department andhis users under the

partnerships. One IS executive hadsaid,

My

measure of partnership is defined as whether
or not, when a key decision is made, one of my

Within the PIC group, the mutual benefits were

frequently stressed. These tendedto fall under

the categories of financial benefits, operational
efficiencies, and quality of working life. The
ability explicitly to articulate the financial contribution made by the systems function to the
achievement of business objectives was consistently raised as an important requirement to
sustain an effective partnership.

Under the heading of commitment, several

executives had pointed to their use of formal
service-level contracts. They had described how
the nature of a partnership cannotbe specified

in contractual terms. The commitmentreflected
by service-level contracts was often symbolic
of a deeper workingrelationship.
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systems departmentthat is seeking to improve
relationships with its users. The systems
manager should analyse the relationships
six categories described earlier and should make
Figure 2

Building and sustaining a partnership
requires executives to take actions

+ Education

Skills transfer andtraining

- General education
Social and cultural

+ Joint planning
On-going, iterative
Negotiate mutual benefits
- Create commongoalset
Education

+ Measurementandcontrol
Jointly designed andimplemented
Effective benchmarking
Provisionof operational and

+ Effective use of teams

Coordinatediverse knowledge

Create social networks
Create stability

+ Multilevel human resource strategy
Actionsaddressall levels
Select and assign key personnel

+ Technology

Asset to partnership

Mechanism forinterorganisational
exchange

performance data
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a strategic decision to treat certain users as
transaction customers, certain users as valueadded service customers, and a small number

contrast, IT perceived as an opportunity tends

(This presentation is described in detail in a

fied from the research
according to their
The first can
technology.
attitude to information

of users as strategic partners.

working paper, No 195, dated September 1989,

published by the Centerfor Information Systems
Research at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.)
Chief executives

attitudes to IT

Diane Wilson then described the results of a

research study of the attitudes of chief executives and other top managers to information

systems and information technology. In-depth
interviews had been conducted with 94 senior

managers, including 71 chief executives.
Although 39 per cent made some personal use
of information technology, only one-third of the
sample recognised information technology as of

strategic importance to their firm. Senior
managers tend to show different responses to
information technology, depending on whether

they perceive it as a threat or an opportunity.
The threat of IT tends to produce a centralised
response, a search for internal solutions, and a
general tendency of those affected to ignore the

threat and minimise their involvement. By
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to lead to the involvement of manyparties and

a search for external solutions.

Four categories of senior manager wereidenti-

be called the utopian idealist . This is a manager

whosees nothing but the benefits of information
technology, who encouragesits use and sees IT

as a strategic opportunity. The second typeis

the realistic utopian . He recognises the
potential benefits of IT, butis also realistic about

the problemsof implementation. The third type
may be called the realistic sceptic , who is
aware of the potential benefits of IT but is

basically doubtful about achieving those
benefits. Typically, he treats information

systemsas a cost that needs to be controlled.
The fourth type is the utopian sceptic , who
sees IT as primarily harmful and seeshis mission

to minimiseits use.

Utopianidealists and realistic utopians typically

respondedto IT as an opportunity in the ways
described above, whereas realistic sceptics and

utopian sceptics treated IT as a threat and

responded accordingly. There is no best type
but each type would be appropriate under

particular circumstances.
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major enterprises. It provides insight and guidance to
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The Impact of Information Technology on
Corporate Organisation Structure
Using System Development Methods
Senior Management IT Education
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Expert Systems in Business

The Butler Cox Foundation is a service for senior
managers responsiblefor information managementin

help them to manage information systems and
technology more effectively for the benefit of their
organisations.
The Foundation carries out a programme of syndicated research that focuses on the business implications of information systems, and onthe management
of the information systems function, rather than on
the technology itself. It distributes a rangeof publicationsto its membersthat includes Research Reports,
Management Summaries, Directors Briefings, and
Position Papers. It also arranges events at which
members can meet and exchange views, such as conferences, managementbriefings, research reviews,
study tours, and specialist forums.
Membership of the Foundation
The Foundation is the world s leading programmeof
its type. The majority of subscribers are large organisations seeking to exploit to the full the most recent
developments in information technology. The membership is international, with more than 400 organi-

sations from over 20 countries, drawn from all sectors

of commerce, industry, and government. This gives
the Foundation a unique capability to identify and
communicate best practice between industry
sectors, between countries, and between IT suppliers
and users.
Benefits of membership

Thelist of membersestablishes the Foundation as
the largest and most prestigious club for systems
managers anywhere in the world. Members have
commented on the following benefits:

The publications are terse, thought-provoking,

informative, and easy to read. They deliver alot

of message in a minimum of precious reading
time.

Theevents combineaccessto the world s leading
thinkers andpractitioners with the opportunity
to meet and exchange views with professional
counterparts from different industries and
countries.

The Foundationrepresents a networkof systems

practitioners, with the power to connect
individuals with commonconcerns.

Combined with the manager s own creativity and

business knowledge, Foundation membership
contributes to managerial success.
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